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ABSTRACT 
Calculational procedures for  Monte Carlo analyses and W resonance absorption a r e  
presented. The widely used flat  spatial neutron source assumption is shown to overesti­
mate the effective resonance integral  of the large scattering resonance in  W186 by 
21  percent a t  a surface to mass  ratio (S/M) of 0. 5 cmz/g. Resonance overlap in natural 
W decreases  the effective resonance integral  by 18 to 7 percent over a S/M range of 
0. 16 to 4 .0  cm2/g relative to calculations which ignore resonance overlap. Spatial self-
shielding in a complex geometric cell  is evaluated through comparison of Monte Carlo 
calculations with exact geometric and homogenized absorber  region representations. 
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SUMMARY 
Accurate calculation of capture rates in tungsten isotopes is required for  reactors 
using tungsten as a structural or  shielding material. Widely used analytical procedures 
employ approximations in calculating resonance escape probabilities for arbitrary geo­
metric configurations or  for calculating effective resonance integrals. The accuracy of 
these approximations is evaluated for three cases by the Monte Carlo method. The 
first case estimates the validity of the flat spatial neutron source assumption used in 
computing collision probabilities for  absorbers as applied to the large 18.83-eV scatter­
ing resonance in tungsten 186. The use of the flat source approximation results in an 
overestimation of resonance absorption that varies widely with absorber lump size and 
with the magnitude of scattering and absorption resonance half widths. 
The second case demonstrates the effect of ignoring resonance overlap among the 
isotopes of natural tungsten. Comparison of the calculated values with and without reso­
nance overlap show that neglect of overlap for natural tungsten overestimates the effec­
tive resonance integral by 18 to 7 percent over a surface to mass ratio range of 0. 16 to 
4 .0  square centimeters per gram. 
The third application is a demonstration of how the detailed geometry treatment by 
the Monte Carlo method can significantly affect the resonance absorption in a complex 
cylindrical tungsten fuel element. Monte Carlo calculations of the resonance escape 
probability for such a fuel element show a significant difference in absorption probabili­
ties between calculations which represent the absorber materials in discrete geometry 
or  as a homogenized central smeared region. 
As part of the procedures, presentation is made of the computer code EPIGRAM 
which provides zero temperature, Breit-Wigner, single level cross sections (the cross 
sections are Doppler broadened with another code) at those energy points from which the 
intermediate cross sections can be interpolated within prescribed absolute and percent­
age deviations. The resultant minimum number of cross  sections at assured interpola­
tional accuracies improve both the speed and the reliability of subsequent Monte Carlo 
calculations using the DRAMA code. 
INTRODUCTION 
The refractory properties of tungsten (W) make it a desirable material for use in 
high temperature reactors. However, the presence of large neutron absorbing reso­
nances and their associated high thermal cross sections in the isotopes W 182, W183, and 
W186 precludes the use of natural tungsten in thermal reactors for nuclear propulsion. 
It has been suggested (ref. 1)that tungsten enriched in  the isotope W184, which has a 
small resonance absorption integral and a low thermal absorption cross  section, would be 
applicable. Since the cross sections of a mixture highly enriched in the W184 isotope 
would be dependent upon the residual absorbing isotopes, an accurate method for  calcu­
lating resonance absorbtion in all isotopes is required. 
Some widely used methods of treating resonance absorption (refs. 2 to 4)have been 
applied with accuracy to materials with widely spaced, predominantly absorbing reso­
nances such as uranium 238. Under these conditions, the analytical treatment conven­
iently and validly assumes a flat spatial neutron source through the absorber region to 
compute collision probabilities and also complete energy flux recovery between adjacent 
resonances. These assumptions may not apply to tungsten because several of the tung­
sten resonances a r e  closely spaced and have large resonance scattering widths. The 
Monte Carlo method can calculate resonance absorption without requiring these assump­
tions since this method has the advantage of following the slowing down of the neutrons 
as discrete particles. 
The procedures described in this report have required the compilation of resonance 
parameters for  the tungsten isotopes, the development of computer codes for  the calcu­
lation of cross  sections, and the calculation of effective resonance integrals and reso­
nance escape probabilities with the Monte Carlo code, DRAMA (ref. 5). 
Three cases of resonance absorption are studied with the Monte Carlo method. The 
first case is an evaluation of the e r ro r  associated with the use of the flat spatial neutron 
source assumption in analyzing absorption by the large 18. 83-eV scattering resonance of 
W186. The second case is an evaluation of the effects of resonance overlap present in 
natural tungsten over a surface to mass ratio range of 0.16 to 4. 0 square centimeters 
per gram. The third case studied is that of spatial self-shielding in a complex cylindri­
cal tungsten fuel element. Detailed consideration of exact cell geometry relative to  a 
homogized absorber region representation results in a significantly lower value of the 
cell resonance absorption probability. 
The appendix contains a description of EPIGRAM, a computer code developed to 
identify the energy points required to provide the minimum number of resonance cross  
sections at given interpolational accuracies. Additionally, the code provides the cross 
section arrays and the resonance absorption integral at infinite dilution. Operating in­
structions, a FORTRAN listing, and a sample problem a r e  presented. 
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TUNGSTEN CROSS SECTIONS 
Resonance Parameters 
The accuracy of the Monte Carlo calculation is dependent upon the precision of the 
cross sections of the constituent materials and the completeness with which the cross 
sections a r e  sampled over the energy spectrum. The resonance parameters for the 
tungsten isotopes have been remeasured in the last several years (refs. 6 to 10). Also, 
recent measurements on isotopically enriched tungsten samples have provided more ac­
curate values of the isotopic-thermal absorption cross sections (ref. 11) and the infi­
nitely dilute resonance integrals of W184 and W186 (ref. 12). 
The compilation of tungsten resonance parameters (listed in  the natural tungsten 
sample problem in the appendix) has been drawn primarily from the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory - Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute measurements of the last few years. The 
main source is reference 6 from which parameters for all resonances above 87.4 eV are 
taken. Values for  the low energy resonances were selected on the basis of consistency 
with reference 6. The sources of the low energy data a r e  as follows. The f i rs t  two res­
onances in W182 and the first resonance in W183 a r e  from reference 7. For W183, the 
second resonance is from reference 8, the third from reference 6, and the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth a r e  from reference 9. 
The bound level resonances in W182 and W184 have energies which were assigned to 
make up the differences between the measured thermal cross sections of reference 11 
and the values calculated from the known parameters. The bound levels a r e  based on the 
average neutron width and the assumed capture width of reference 6. 
Parameters for the important f irst  resonance in W186 a r e  taken from reference 12 
which compared absorption integrals calculated with various capture half widths with a 
precise measurement of the dilute resonance integral. 
W180 has a very small  natural abundance (0.0013); and it was not until an enriched 
Thussample (0.0693) became available that experimental measurements could be made. 
the five resolved resonances of reference 10 constitute all the present information on 
this isotope. 
Calculations of the thermal cross sections and dilute resonance integrals based on 
These are tabulated in thethese parameters have been made for  the tungsten isotopes. 
sample problem in the appendix and are compared with experimental values. 
Data Preparation 
In the Monte Carlo calculation, there is a choice of calculating Doppler broadened 
cross sections after each neutron collision or  of energy interpolating the values from 
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tables of precalculated cross  sections. Of the two methods, the interpolation technique 
is much faster. Since a typical calculation contains several hundred thousand neutron 
collisions, time becomes an important factor and the interpolation scheme is usually 
employed. The main area f o r  concern with the interpolation scheme is that the tabulated 
energies must be chosen such that the cross  sections can be interpolated between them 
with the desired degree of accuracy. For this purpose the computer code EPIGRAM was 
developed. 
This code, which is discussed in detail in the appendix, provides zero temperature, 
Breit-Wigner, single level cross sections. The cross sections are Doppler broadened 
through the use of the DBCS code described in reference 13. Tables of cross sections 
for  the separate nuclides, along with the corresponding energy tables, a r e  entered into 
the DRAMA code for the Monte Carlo calculation. After each neutron collision, the 
DRAMA code ascertains the interacting nuclides, interpolates the cross sections semi-
logarithmically in  energy (see the appendix), and multiplies the cross sections by the 
proper number densities. Thus, the probabilities for  the various events over the neu­
tron energy spectrum a r e  provided by a method which has sufficient speed, desirable 
flexibility, and assured accuracy. 
CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE OF THE DRAMA PROGRAM 
The DRAMA program uses Doppler broadened cross  sections to calculate the reso­
nance escape probabilities of configurations of interest. Since it directly affects reactor 
criticality, the resonance escape probability p is an important parameter of the fuel 
cell configuration. The resonance escape probability is a function of the effective reso­
nance integral. For a given material, the effective resonance integral Ieff is a meas­
ure  of the integrated absorption probability over a specified energy range. Since the ef­
fective resonance integral varies primarily with the surface to mass ratio, it is an im­
portant parameter with which absorbing materials can be compared. 
The procedure followed in  this study has been to calculate the resonance escape 
probabilities of either complex fuel cell configurations o r  simple absorber geometries, 
obtaining the effective resonance integral through the following expression: 




where NA is the atom density of the absorber, TZs is the average slowing down power 
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k .I 1- I 
of the moderator, and VA and VM are the volumes of the absorber and moderator, 
respectively. 
Calculational Geometry 
The DRAMA program considers a geometry which is based upon an absorber-
moderator cell. Upon intersecting the outer cell boundary, the neutrons' coordinates 
are adjusted so that they re-enter the cell in the same relative position that they would 
enter the adjacent cell of an infinite repetitive array. The outer cell boundaries may be 
cylindrical, rectangular, or hexagonal. The cells may be bounded by planes in  the ver­
tical direction. The internal cell boundaries, separating regions of constant material 
composition, can take any shape described by a first or second degree equation. The 
present version of the code can consider up to eight materials in any of the 30 internal 
regions. The program is limited to 15 materials overall, six of which can be resonance 
absorbers. A further limitation is the total of 50 internal and external boundaries used 
to describe the cell. 
Resonance escape probabilities have been calculated for complex two-dimensional 
hexagonal cells containing concentric cylindrical regions, an example of which is shown 
U r a n i u m  238 7 
Enr iched u r a n i u m - \ s A'uminum 
Figure 1. - Cross-sectional view of complex cy l indr ica l  tungsten fue l  element. 
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i n  figure 1. Radial and axial leakage can be calculated by placing thick regions of 
black" absorbing material adjacent to the outer cell boundaries. 
When the calculational objective was obtaining effective resonance integrals, the 
s lab lattice model shown in figure 2 was used. This simple model is easy to set up and 
Half  ce l l  for 
ca lcu la t ion  
Figure 2. - Slab ce l l  model in 
semi in f in i te  lattice. 
does not require long running times for  results of acceptable statistical quality. Sym­
metry conditions allow calculation of the half cell. Reflective cell boundary conditions 
restrict  the surface of the absorber to a single plane. For  a given absorber density pA 
(g/cm 3), the absorber thickness 7 (cm) is related to the desired surface to mass ratio 
S/M (cm2/g) through the following expression: 
A procedure used to reduce running time was to minimize the moderator thickness. 
Minimum moderator thicknesses for  maintaining an unperturbed neutron flux distribu­
tion, that is, a 1/E neutron flux, were established for several  absorber material con­
figurations. 
Neutron Slowing Down Treatment 
The DRAMA program employs a rejection technique to select the initial neutrons 
from an assumed 1/E neutron flux distribution over the energy interval between the 
maximum energy f o r  the calculation and the minimum energy resulting from a single 
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elastic collision with the moderator atom. 
Since inelastic scattering and p-wave and higher 2 -wave resonances a r e  ignored in 
the calculation of the cross sections, the maximum energy should not exceed several 
thousand electron volts. An initial statistical weight of one is assigned to each neutron. 
This is reduced by the absorption probability over the neutron path length as it is scat­
tered down in energy. The scattering is isotropic in the center of mass coordinate s y s ­
tem. Each history is followed until its statistical weight falls below 0.00001 o r  the neu­
tron's energy falls below the cutoff for  the calculation. Since upscattering is ignored, 
the cutoff energy should be in  excess of 5 kT where k is Boltzmann's constant and T 
is the temperature of the medium in OK. 
Statistical Accuracy 
Calculation of the probable e r ro r  has been used to determine the statistical accuracy 
as a function of the number of neutron histories. The resonance escape for the Monte 
Carlo calculation is defined as the sum of the terminal neutron weights oi divided by 
the number of neutron histories H. The variance of the resonance escape V(p) is the 
second moment of p minus the square of the first moment; that is, 
i 
The probable e r ro r  PE(p) is calculated as, in reference 14, 
PE(p) = 0.6745 /-
H - 1  
(4) 
There is a 50 percent expectation that the correct resonance escape value lies within 
&PE(p). To increase the expectation, the appropriate coefficient taken from a table of 
the normal distribution function must be substituted. For ten thousand neutron histories, 
the probable e r ro r s  of the resonance escape values run from 0. 5 percent for high p 
values (p > 0.95) to 1 percent for  low p values (p < 0. 85). Since the effective reso­
nance integral has a logarithmic dependence upon the resonance escape, the associated 
probable e r ro r s  vary in the opposite direction. Typically, they vary from 2 percent for 
thin, moderately absorbing samples to 1 percent for thick, highly absorbing samples. It 
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should be noted that the thick samples have lower effective resonance integrals so that in 
absolute terms their associated probable e r ro r s  are usually much less than those of thin 
samples. This indicates the increased difficulty of adequately sampling thin absorbers. 
THE FLAT SPATIAL NEUTRON SOURCE APPROXIMATION 
The flat spatial neutron source approximation, as applied in the Nordheim integral 
method of reference 2 to calculate collision probabilities, was early recognized to cause 
an overestimation of the resonance absorption for thick lumps of material with high ra­
tios of resonance scattering to absorption (ref. 15). The validity of the flat source ap­
proximation for the large 18. 83-eV scattering resonance in W186 has been studied by 
Cohen (ref. 16) using transport calculations. 
The present Monte Carlo calculations were applied to the same problem to deter­
mine how the effective resonance integral varies with both absorber lump size and the 
ratio of scattering to absorption. The procedure involved a comparison of ZUT (ref. 4), 
which uses the flat source approximation, and DRAMA calculations of the effective reso­
nance integral arising from the single 18.83 eV resonance. Consideration of the single 
resonance precludes the effect of resonance overlap as a complicating factor. A range 
Scatter ing 
reaction 




Figure 3. - Scattering cross section against energy for 
18.83 eV resonance. Capture react ion h a l f  width 
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Figure 4. - Absorption cross section against energy for 
18.83 eV resonance. Capture react ion ha l f  width 
ru= 0.52 eV; temperature T = 300” K. 
of S/M values from 0.125 to 1.125 square centimeters per gram was considered. The 
ratio of scattering to absorption was varied by using scattering half widths of 1.0, 0. 315, 
and 0.1 eV with a constant capture half width of 0.052 eV. 
Both the Monte Carlo and ZUT calculations were based on the slab cell geometry. 
In the Monte Carlo calculation, 4 inches (10.16 cm) of water separating the absorber re­
gions maintained a 1/E flux incident on the slabs. The atom density of W186 in  the 
slabs was based upon a physical density of W186 of 19.3 grams per cubic centimeter. 
The energy range considered was between 100 and 8.07 eV (the 3/7 Eo cutoff of the ZUT 
calculation). 
The 600 energy point, Breit-Wigner, single level cross sections of the Monte Carlo 
calculation were Doppler broadened to 300’ K with the same shape functions used in  the 
ZUT calculation. The scattering and capture cross sections for the actual and for ex­
treme neutron widths a r e  plotted in  figures 3 and 4. It is seen that for the scattering 
cross  section, both the peak value and the resonance width vary directly as the neutron 
width. Although the peak value of the capture cross  section varies inversely as the neu­
tron width, the integrated absorption probability over the resonance var ies  directly. 
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p = 19.3 g/cm .] 
Scattering Type of 
reaction calculation 
half width, 
TABLE I. - COMPUTED RESONANCE INTEGRALS O F  W186 
BETWEEN 100 AND 8.07 eV 
[Resonance energy Eo = 18.83 eV; capture reaction half width 
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Surface to  mass  ratio, S/M,-
cm'/g 
~ 
0. 125 0. 5 1. 125 
9.83 20. 63 30. 52 
9.05*0.3E 19. 6&0. 91 30. 02*1. 8 
1. 09 1.04 1.02 
15.58 33.96 51.08 
12. 56k0.43 28. 0251. 1 4  45.8*2.2 
1.24 1 .21  1. 11 
21. 6 52. 98 81.71 
.2. 97*0.45 42. 45,tl. 5E 54.34*3. 1 
1. 67 1.24 1.27 
fResonance integral in barns.* 
Iz/Imc = I (ZUT)/I (Monte Carlo). 
The results of the study of the flat neutron source approximation are given in table I. 
Each of the Monte Carlo values represents 10 000 neutron histories, and the probable 
e r ro r s  shown reflect their statistical accuracy. For a neutron width of 0. 1 eV (on the 
same order as the capture width), the ZUT values do not seriously overestimate the ef­
fective resonance absorption integral. However, the dependence of the overestimation 
on absorber lump size is clearly seen. At the neutron width of 0.315 eV which corre­
sponds to measured values of the actual resonance, the overestimation is seen to be in  
excess of 20 percent in  the range of S/M values which are found in many reactor appli­
cations. The extreme case of the neutron width of 1.0 eV illustrates very large over­
estimations of Ieff by the ZUT calculation. 
Cohen in reference 16 compared transport calculations employing a fine spatial 
mesh and 48 energy groups with calculations done with the ZUT code. Analysis was 
done on the effective resonance absorption integral of the same 18. 83-eV level in W 186 
using a scattering half width of 0.317 eV and an energy range of 10.38 to 27.85 eV. An 
effective resonance absorption integral overestimation of 13 percent at S/M = 1. 0 
square centimeter per gram agrees closely with the 11percent value at a S/M value 
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of 1. 125 square centimeter per gram in table I. However, with the substitution of a hy­
perbolic cosine neutron distribution in the absorber region to compute the escape proba­
bility values as used by the ZUT code, Cohen has shown that the Nordheim integral 
method can be used to accurately calculate resonance absorption in thick slab geometries 
of highly scattering materials. 
RESONANCE OVERLAP IN NATURAL TUNGSTEN 
A commonly used assumption is that resonances are sufficiently spaced in energy to 
allow the complete recovery of the incident neutron f l u x  to a 1/E distribution and thus 
do not interfere with each other. Natural  tungsten has several closely spaced, large 
resonances in which overlap does occur. The present Monte Carlo calculations were 
made to determine the magnitude of the overlap effect in  natural tungsten for  a ser ies  of 
fi values from 0.4 to 2 centimeters per gram1l2 (S/M varies from 0. 16 to 
4. o cm2/g). 
The effective resonance integrals were computed for  samples of natural tungsten and 
for the four principal tungsten isotopes, W182, W 183, W184, and W186 at natural abun­
dances. The overlap effect was estimated from the comparison of the value calculated 
for the natural tungsten with the sum of the values calculated for the constituent isotopes 
separately. 
A repetitive slab lattice of alternate tungsten-water regions was used in  the calcula­
tions. Two inches (5. 08 cm) of water was sufficient to eliminate cell interaction effects. 
Six hundred energy point se t s  of Breit-Wigner, Doppler broadened (300' K) cross sec­
tions described each isotope. The energy range considered was from 2200 to 0.5 eV. 
The cross sections were calculated using resonance parameters available prior to the 
publication of reference 6; however, these are essentially the same as those found in the 
appendix. Atom densities for  the isotopes were based on a tungsten density of 
19 .3  grams per cubic centimeter. Each calculation included 10 000 neutron histories 
except for the thin sample case, = 2.0 centimeters per gram1l2, which required 
20 000 histories for acceptable statistical accuracy. The probable e r ro r s  of the Monte 
Carlo method vary from 1 . 3  percent for = 0.4 centimeter per gram1l2 to 2.5 per­
cent for d G  = 2. o centimeters per gram1/2 . 
Figure 5 shows the Monte Carlo effective resonance integrals for natural tungsten 
as calculated for the natural isotopic mixture and as the sum of contributions of sepa­
rated, noninteracting isotopes. Also shown in figure 5 are experimental epicadmium ef­
fective resonance integrals (ref. 17). The Monte Carlo natural mixture results and the 
experimental results are seen to be in reasonable agreement. Inclusion of self-shielded 
unresolved resonance contributions of 0. 5 to 1. 5 barns as calculated by the TUZ code 
11 
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n separated isotopes 
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Absorber l ump dimension, iSIM, i c m z / g  
Figure 5. - Natural  t ungs ten  effective resonance 
integrals. 
(ref. 4) in the Monte Carlo values for the range of aimproves the agreement 
slightly. 
Comparison of the Monte Carlo values in  figure 5 shows the overlap effect to vary 
from 18 percent a t  e= 0.4 centimeter per gram1/2 to 7 percent at a = 2.0 
centimeters per gram1l2. By tabulating the absorptions between prescribed energy 
points in the Monte Carlo calculations it was possible to determine where the overlap 
occurs. For  all values of e,80 percent o r  more of the overlap effect is attribut­
able to the interaction of W186 and W182 which have large resonances at 18.83 and 
21.09 eV, respectively. For the thicker samples, less than 10 percent of the overlap 
effect occurs in the l/v region above 0. 5 eV. 
The Nordheim integral method has been extended in the GAROL code (ref. 18) to ac­
count for resonance overlap in calculating effective absorption cross sections. Calcula­
tions of W182, W183, and W186 between 2.38 and 61.4 eV show overlap effects of 6. 5, 
1.2, and 9.3 percent, respectively (ref. 19). 
SPATIAL SELF-SHIELDING OF RESONANCE ABSORPTION IN A TUNGSTEN 
FUEL ELEMENT OF COMPLEX CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 
This section illustrates the calculation of the resonance escape probability for a 
complex cylindrical fuel element and demonstrates that the spatial self-shielding can be 
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precisely accounted for by the Monte Carlo method. The capability of the DRAMA code 
to represent the internal and external boundaries of the lattice cell has already been dis­
cussed. This capability, coupled with the Monte Carlo method's continuous treatment of 
the phase space, permits an exact geometrical representation in  the neutron slowing 
down calculation. Thus the Monte Carlo method has an inherent advantage over more 
approximate methods in  calculating the spatial self-shielding of resonance absorption in  
a multiple region cell. The present study is of an experimental fuel element (ref. 19). 
The effects of the spatial self-shielding in  shown through comparison of Monte Carlo 
calculations containing discrete and smeared representations of the annular absorber re­
gions. The resonance escape value derived from a multigroup neutron transport calcula­
tion of the same fuel element is discussed qualitatively in the light of the Monte Carlo 
findings. 
The fuel element geometry is shown in figure 1. Detailed compositions and dimen­
sions of the material regions can be found in reference 19. Briefly, the overall pitch of 
the lattice cell is 7. 62 centimeters. The 0. 165-centimeter outer aluminum pressure 
tube has an outer diameter of 6. 5 centimeters. Resting on five aluminum support man­
drels and an inner support tube a r e  six subassemblies. The inner five subassemblies 
have 0.0127 centimeter of natural tungsten surrounded by 0. 1067 centimeter of 35 weight 
percent uranium (93.5 percent U235) - aluminum alloy. The outermost subassembly has 
0.762 centimeter of natural tungsten surrounded by 0.1016 centimeter of depleted ura­
nium (0.22 percent U235). 
The geometrical model used in  the Monte Carlo calculations w a s  the same as that 
shown in figure 1with the exception that the inner void was smeared into the thick alu­
minum support tube. This results in a 30 region geometry, the present capacity of 
DRAMA. Calculations were of the quarter cell in the x-y plane. Each of the s ix  reso­
nance absorbers (four isotopes of tungsten, two of uranium) were entered discretely. 
They were represented by 600 energy point tables of Breit-Wigner, single level cross  
sections Doppler broadened to 300' K. The calculations included a slowing-down energy 
range from 2034.68 to 0. 532 eV. 
The resonance escape probability for  the discrete geometry model was calculated to 
be 0.708. This value represents 6000 neutron histories and it has an associated prob­
able e r ro r  of 0.003. The smeared geometry contained two regions, the water moderator 
and the remainder of the cell. The resonance escape probability after 6000 histories 
was 0.691 with a probable e r r o r  of 0.002. The absorption in the cell during slowing 
down is therefore 5. 5 percent greater for  the smeared case than for the case with the 
discretely represented geometry. 
Current methods of reactor analysis involve the use of the multigroup Sn transport 
calculation to determine the reactor multiplication factor. The general procedure is to 
consider the fuel element and its surrounding moderator as a cell in  an infinite lattice. 
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Material cross sections are prepared with cross section averaging programs such as 
GAM II (ref. 20). Using an Sn transport program such as TDSN (ref. 21) and the mate­
rial cross sections, a cell calculation is performed to obtain flux weighted cell cross 
sections. The flux weighted cell cross  sections are then used in a transport calculation 
of the full reactor core to determine the multiplication factor. 
The cell transport calculation corresponds to the Monte Carlo calculation described 
previously. It is of interest to derive the resonance escape probability from the cell 
calculation and compare it to the Monte Carlo value. However, only a qualitative com­
parison can be made because of several approximations inherent in both the cross sec­
tion averaging and the cell calculation. 
A 16 energy group S4, PI, one-dimensional transport calculation was done for  the 
same cell geometry as that used in the discrete region Monte Carlo calculation. Ninety-
nine mesh points were distributed over the 30 discrete material regions. The hexagonal 
outer cell boundary was approximated by the circle which conserves the a rea  of the mod­
erator. 
The 16 energy groups of the material cross sections included four groups in  the res­
onance energy region of the Monte Carlo calculations. The GAM I1 program was used to 
calculate 34 fine group resonance cross sections and flux weight them into the four broad 
.groups. The calculation of the fine group cross sections is done with the ZUT-TUZ pro­
cedure. Three approximations are involved in  this initial stage of the cross section 
preparation. The absorber materials are treated as a lumped region and thus spatial 
self-shielding is ignored. The escape probability table for the lumped absorber is based 
on the flat spatial neutron distribution approximation for  a solid cylindrical rod. And 
each resonance nuclide is treated separately with resonance overlap not taken into ac­
count. The 34 fine group cross sections were flux weighted over a spectrum resulting 
from the interaction of fission spectrum neutrons with the cell materials to obtain the 
four broad group cross sections. Spatial self-shielding remains to be treated in  the cell 
calculation. 
The Sn cell calculation, in principle, could exactly account for spatial self-
shielding if it contained an adequate number of mesh points. How well the 99 mesh 
points account for the spatial self-shielding cannot be determined quantitatively because 
of the approximations in  the cross section preparation discussed previously and also be­
cause of several differences between the transport and Monte Carlo calculations. 
The significance of the resonance overlap effect was shown by making Monte Carlo 
calculations of each resonance nuclide separately in the discrete region geometry. The 
resulting value of the resonance escape probability 0.608, reflects an absorption prob­
ability which is 39.2 percent greater than the value with resonance overlap taken into 
account. 
The value of the resonance escape probability derived from the transport calculation 
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is 0.669. The difference between this value and the discrete region Monte Carlo value of 
0.708 cannot be attributed entirely to resonance overlap and spatial self-shielding. In 
addition to the several  effects discussed previously, minor effects could arise from the 
circular outer cell boundary approximation o r  the difference in  the source neutron flux 
slowing down into the resonance region. 
The Monte Carlo calculations have shown that the detailed representation of geom­
etry results in  an absorption probability which is 5. 5 percent less  than that of the 
smeared cell. It is probable that the transport cell calculation does not account for all 
of this effect. Significant differences have been shown between the Sn and Monte Carlo 
resonance absorption probabilities. The number of approximations in the Sn transport 
calculation demonstrates the desirability of the exact Monte Carlo method for  cells of 
complex geometry. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Monte Carlo method as applied to resonance analysis can account directly for  
effects which other methods treat approximately. The results of the Monte Carlo studies 
of three of these effects upon tungsten resonance absorption are summarized here. 
The analytic approximation based on the assumption of a flat spatial neutron source 
distribution through the absorber leads to overestimations of resonance absorption in  
thick lumps of high resonance scattering material. The effective resonance absorption 
integral contribution of the large scattering resonance at 18.83 eV in W186 is overesti­
mated by 21 percent at a surface to mass ratio of 0. 5 square centimeter per gram when 
the flat spatial neutron distribution is employed. 
Resonance overlap in natural tungsten reduces the effective resonance integral at 
low surface to mass ratios relative to calculations which superpose the isotopic capture 
rates. The overlap effect var ies  from 18 to 7 percent over a surface to mass  ratio 
range of 0.16 to 4.0 square centimeters per gram. 
Spatial self-shielding de creases the resonance absorption probability of a complex 
cylindrical tungsten fuel element by 5. 5 percent. The resonance escape probability de­
rived-from a neutron transport calculation of the same fuel element is significantly less 
than the Monte Carlo value. The difference is attributed to a number of effects of which 
resonance overlap and spatial self-shielding are probably the most important, but the ef­
fects cannot be separated in  the transport calculation. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 





APPENDIX - COMPUTER CODE EPIGRAM 
General Description 
The purpose of the code is to generate zero temperature, Breit-Wigner, single level 
cross sections at those energy points which allow interpolation of intermediate cross 
sections at a desired degree of accuracy. The minimum number of energy points thus 
produced reduces computation time. 
The procedure followed by the code is to cover the resonances with a large number 
of closely spaced energies. The corresponding cross sections are calculated. Then, by 
using the same interpolation technique applied in the Monte Carlo calculation, those en­
ergies at which the cross sections can be interpolated within the desired margins of ab­
solute and per centage accuracies a re  eliminated. 
The initial energy grid is generated upon the resonance base energies, the energies 
at one-half and two total widths off the base, and the wing points at which the total cross 
section is less than 0.0005 of the maximum. If the wing points of adjacent resonances 
overlap, they a re  reset  at equal intervals between the corresponding points at two total 
widths off the base energies. The initial grid is expanded by equally spacing 19 addi­
tional points between each of the original points. The process results in a grid of 
140 N + 21 energy points where N is the number of resonances. 
Through iterative procedures, the code can consider a material containing as many 
as 1200 resonances. Ten is the maximum number of isotopes, Each of the two statisti­
cal weight factors g associated with each isotope can have as many as 60 resonances. 
If it is desired to have more than 60 resonances associated with one g factor, the iso­
tope can be entered twice with the second entry containing the additional resonances in 
one or  both of its g factors. In this instance, care must be taken to ensure the correct 
potential scattering contribution for the isotope by using a zero value for the potential 
scattering multiplying term PSTM of the second entry. 
The code executes the interpolation and elimination-through- comparison scheme on 
the table of total cross sections. The zero temperature, Breit-Wigner, single level 
cross sections with interference between resonance and potential scattering taken into 
account a re  calculated according to the following formulas: 
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B fractional atomic abundance 

E neutron energy, eV 

Eo resonance energy, eV 





NI number of isotopes 





A l l 3 ,  
I? reaction half width, eV 
6 -2. 196979x1O9 R & 
3c 2.86X10-' 
2 cm 
R nuclear radius, 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 - l ~  
27r 6 
0 cross section, b 

and the subscripts a r e  

c ,y  capture 





in  isotope number 

j resonance number 

k g factor number 

n, s scattering 

r resonance energy applies 

cm 
The interpolation may be done either semilogarithmically o r  linearly in energy. The 
semilogarithmic scheme requires more time but results in  about 2 5  percent fewer points 
for the same degree of accuracy. The shorter table lookup time in the Monte Carlo cal­
culation more than makes up fo r  the longer interpolation time. Whichever scheme is 
selected, assured accuracy of the cross sections depends upon the consistency of their 
generation and application. 








Provision is made to eliminate progressive ser ies  of points j by advancing the index k 
and reinterpolating and comparing all points j. When a point j fails the tests, the k 
point corresponding to the preceding successful series of interpolations is retained to be 
printed out in the final array. Then the i index is advanced to this k value and the 
process continues. 
When a point fails on its initial interpolation, that is, i t  must be retained, additional 
tests a r e  made on the percent deviation to determine if the initial grid is too coarse be­
tween points i and k. The upper limit o r  the percent deviation is set  at 10 percent ex­
cept at those points where ui + u.
J 
+ uk < 2 barns. At these points deviations up to 
20 percent a r e  allowed. If these upper limits are exceeded, intermediate points at suc­
cessively finer intervals are inserted between points i and k. Cross sections are cal­
culated and the interpolation tests a r e  run until all of the intermediate points fall within 
the upper limit criteria. These points a r e  retained, the i index is advanced to k, and 
the elimination of points from the original lattice is resumed. 
Additionally, certain points of particular interest a r e  retained. These a r e  the max­
imum, minimum, and inflection points associated with the resonances. Inflection points 
a r e  detected by monitoring the sign of the interpolated deviation. Maxima and minima 
a r e  detected by comparing successive cross section values. Neither criteria is applied 
i f  a point is retained for exceeding the interpolated deviation. 
Flexibility has been provided in the code to permit three irregular situations. The 
first is the inclusion of the contributions from bound level resonances at negative reso­
nance energies. These are included in  the input in the normal manner with the number 
of negative resonances NNR specified on the first control card. This results in their ex­
clusion from the initial energy lattice, however, the subsequent cross section calcula­
tions do account for their contributions (by taking the absolute values of the resonance 
energies). 
The second situation is one in which resonances of interest lie above or below the 
energy range of the problem. Resonances below the low energy cutoff EMN can be ac­
counted for by using the NNR variable in the same manner described previously. Reso­
nances above the high energy cutoff can be treated in the same way by specifying their 
total number NRSAEX on the first control card. 
The third situation a r i ses  from resonances for  which.the spin state has not been de­
termined. An average g factor value of one-half is used in resolving their parameters. 
This procedure has led to three effective g factors for these isotopes. Using the same 
technique as that employed in including more than 60 resonances for  a single g factor 
value will allow the inclusion of these resonances; that is, by entering the isotope twice, 
using the g = 1/2 resonances in the second entry, and setting its potential scattering 
multiplying term equal to zero. An application of this procedure appears in the sample 
case. Use of the g = 1/2 resonances represents an approximation, and it can result in  
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I 
excessive interference and small  negative scattering cross sections in  the s-wave dip of 
small  resonances. Provision has been made to set these cross sections equal to  
0.01 barn. The procedure is more accurate than ignoring the resonances or  arbitrarily 
assigning spin states. 
Finally, the code calculates the incremental contribution to the resonance absorption 
integral at infinite dilution. The contribution between energies El and E2 is calcu­
lated by applying the linear interpolation expression for the absorption cross section to 
the following formula: 
dE
AIW(E1 -E2) = f E 2  'a(') -E 
The printed output includes the retained energies with their cross sections and the 
corresponding dilute resonance integral. These a r e  followed by an edit which contains 
information on how many of the points a r e  retained under the various criteria and the 
average percent deviation of the discarded points. The energies and their cross sections 
are punched out on cards. 
The program is written in the FORTRAN IV language. Running t imes on an IBM 
7094 11vary from 0 .1  minute for  a five resonance problem to 15 minutes for a full en­
ergy grid containing 115 resonances. If a number of the resonances a r e  above or below 
the energy grid, such as in the sample case, the running time is considerably reduced. 
A 27 resonance problem takes less  than 2 minutes. 
In put 1 n st ruct ions 
I Problem Identification Cards 
Alphanumeric information in card columns 3 to 72 will be printed previous to prob­
lem output. The last card must have a number in  card column 1. 
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FD F10. 5 
PD F10. 5 
EMN F10. 5 
EMX FlO. 5 
INTYP I5 
NNR I 5  
NRSAEX I5 













Total number of resonances 
Number of nuclides 
Fixed difference between calculated and interpo­
lated values allowed 
Percentage difference between calculated and in­
terpolated values allowed 
Minimum energy for output grid 
Maximum energy for output grid 
= 0 Semilogarithmic interpolation will be used 
= 1 Linear interpolation will  be used 
Number of resonances below EMN 
Number of resonances above EMX 
= 0.0 No punched cards 
= 1.0 One set  per card of energy, total, scatter­
ing, capture, and fission cross sections in 
Format 1P5E 12.5 
111 Data Card For  Each Isotope (NI cards) 
Quantity Format Card columns Remarks 
A F10. 5 1-10 Atomic mass number 
AB FlO. 5 11-2 0 Fractional abundance 
R E l l .  5 21-31 Nuclear radius (cm) 
NGI I9 32-40 Number of g factors associated with isotope 
(1 or  2) 
PSTM F10. 5 4 1-50 Potential scattering term multiplier (1.0 unless 




II 1111111 11.1111 1 1 1  I.. 
N Data Card For  Each g Factor (two NI cards) 
An extra blank card must be inserted for each isotope having only one g factor (see 
sample problem). 
Quantity Format Card columns Remarks 
GL F10. 5 1-10 Value of g factor 
NR I10 11-20 Number of resonances associated with each g 
factor 
V Data Card For  Each Resonance (N cards) 
Quantity Format Card columns Remarks 
EB F10. 5 1-10 Energy of resonance (eV) 
NGTG I10 11-20 Identification of g factor of resonance, g fac-
tors numbered in order of entry 
GMNP F10. 5 2 1-30 Neutron scattering half width (eV) 
GMGP FlO. 5 31-40 Radiative capture half width (eV) 
GMFP F10. 5 41-50 Fission half width (eV) 
FORTRAN Listing 
C ENERGY P O I N T  I D E N T I F I C A T I O h  A N 0  C R C S S  S E C T I C A  G E A E P P T I C A  FCR 
C R �SON ANCE A 3 SURB I N G  MATE HI A L S  
C 





C R E A C  A N D  hR I T E  T I T L E  CAROC 
C 
7 4  K E t ~ C ( 5 1 1 1 3 )  N T I T L E ,  ( T I T L E ( I J  , 1 = 1 1 1 4 1  
W R I T E (  t p  1 1 4  1 ( 5  I T L E  [ I  J , I =1114) 
I f ( N T  I l L E  1 7 4 , 7 4 , 7 C  
C 





7 E  	W R I T E ( t t l 1 S )  
GO TO E C  
7 5  W R I T E (  f t l l t )  
C 
C REAC N U C L I D E  D A T A  
C 
8 C  R E A C  ( f , l C i )  ( A ( I ) t  A B L I ) ,  R ( I ) t  h G I ( I ) r  P S T M ( I ) p  I = l t h I )  
I G N =  N l + 2  
C 





R E A C  ( .Lp 1 C 3 )  ( G L ( I  ) p N R ( I  1 r I = l p I G h )  
C 
C I N  I T I A L i Z E  P A R A M E T E R S  
C 
K O 1  = C 
C K O i  = C.C 
N K S T  = C 
K C  = C 
NK = 1 
K Z  = C 
icu = c 










DO 1 I = l r N I  
M = 2 *  I 
MM =M- 1 
G (  I t  11= G L ( M M )  
I f l  I t 2 ) =  G L ( M )  
C 







C M A T C k  KESONANCE D A l A  hITH G F A C T C R S  
C 
C 
DO 3 I = l t N  
N T 1 =  N C T G I I )  
N R G ( N T I 1  = N R G ( N T 1 ) + 1  
N T 2 =  N R G ( N T 1 )  
E O (  N T  l r N T  i 1 = E B (  I ) 
G M N ( N T 1 , N T i )  = G M N P ( 1 )  
G M G ( N T 1 , N T i )  = G M L P ( 1  1 
E M F ( N T 1 r N T i )  = G M F P ( 1 )  
3 GMNP( I ) =  GMNP( I)+ G M G P ( I 1  + G F F P ( I 1  
C 
C ZERO I N I T I A L  T O T A L  CROSS S E C l I G h  F I E L O  
C 
00 2 1  I = l , i i E . C  
2 1 SGAS(  I )=O .C 
C 
C 
C C A L C L L A T E  N L C L I D E  C R O S S  S E C T I C N  C C E F F I C I E N T S  
C 
c 
DO 4 J - l r N I  
A F  = ( ( A ( J )  + l . C 0 8 S 8 6 ) / A ( J ) ) * * 2  
4 C O E F L J )  = A B ( J ) *  A F * 1 . 2 5 6 6 3 7 0 4 � 2 5  
2 7  





C WR I l E  I N P L T  CATA B Y  N U C L I O E t G  F A C T C R t R E S C N A h C E  
C 
DO 5 5  I = l , N I  
W R I T E (  t t  1I C )  
AP=A( I I 
A B P = A B (  I )  
RP=R(  I 1  
I N E = N G  I (  I 1 
CO 55 I C =  l t  I N G  
GP=t( I t  I G  1 
N F  = I + . Z - i t I G  
NGK = I U R ( N F )  
CO 5 5  IIU=I.NGR 
E P = E O ( h F ,  I N )  
6MNW=CMN( NF t I N )  
GMGW=GMG( N F t  I N  1 
EMFW = C-MF(NF t I N  I 
5 5  W R I T E ( t ~ 1 l l I  AP, ABPV R P ,  G P ,  EP, G P h k t  GMGW, GCFW 
C 
C Z E R C  I T E R M E D I A T E  C A P T U R E  AND F I S S I C h  F I E L D S  
C 
co 2 5  I = l , i C C  
S A T (  I ) = C . C  





C *** TI-.POUGI- $ * S E T  L P  P A R R A Y  O h  E 0 , 1 / 2 + 2  GAMMA T C T b L  G F F  �0,  






P (  1)=EMN 
N D  = 1+NNR 
I C =  1 











NOES = N - N R S A E X  
I F ( N D E ' . L l . E 3 )  GO TO 1 5  
M E  = e ?  
GO Ti) I t  
1 5  M C  = NCES 
I t  I C  = I C  + 1 
I F ( N D . E Q . I t N h R )  GO 10 1 7  
P ( 1 )  = P ( J t 1 )  
J = l  
NSK = C 
1 7  00 5 I = N D t M D  
I F ( N S K . E Q . 1 )  GO TO �2 

I F ( E B (  I ) . N E . E B ( I + l ) )  GO TO E l  

I F ( G M N F ( 1  I - G M N P ( I t 1 1 )  E Z r 8 3 t 8 3  

82 NSK = C 
J = J - 7  
EO TO c 
8 3  NSK = 1 
8 1  	E T =  GMNP( I )  
G T 2 =  E l * G l  
GM=F..! 
t HS=GM*C-T 
t W =  EB(l)-hS
I F ( E W - E M N I  5 i t 5 i , 5 6 6  
5 i  	P ( J t 1 )  = EMN t C . C 5  
GO TO ! E  
56.5 CR = ( 1 Q R T ( E B ( I l )  * G T Z I / ( S Q R T ( E k I  4 (4 .O*kS**Z + G T 2 ) I  
IF (CR.LT .C .OCC5)  GO TO 7 
G+l=GMi!.O 
GO TO C 
126 
1 4 4  






























1 c  
1 1  
2 c  










P ( J i 1 )  = E B ( I )  - k S  

P ( J + 2 )  = E B (  I ) - i . C * G T  

P ( J + 3 )  = EB(  I)-C.E*GT 

P ( J t 4 )  = E B ( I )  

P ( J + 5 )  = E B ( I ) + C . S * G T  

P ( J t 6 )  = EB( I ) t i . C * G T  

P ( J t 7 )  = E B ( I ) + C S  

J = J i i  

J = J - 1  

I F ( M D . h E . N O E S )  GO TO E 
I F ( P ( J i l ) . L E . E M X )  GO TO 73 
P ( J + I )  = EMX - l . C  
P ( J + Z )  = EMX 
J = J i l  
ChECK AND R E S E T  I F  k I N G  P C I h T S  C L E R L A P  
00 9 I L  = Z,J 7 
L =  I L - 1 
I F ( P (  I L ) . G T . P ( L ) )  GO TO S 

K = I L - i  

K I  = I L  + 1 

D E L P  = ( P ( K 1 )  - P ( K ) ) / I ? . C  

P L L  J = P ( K  1 + DELP 

P (  I L  1 = P ( L )  + D E L P  

CONT I N C E  

*** 	Ti-ROUEI- 1 2 ,  EXPAND P A R R A Y  B Y  F A C T C R  CF 2 0  TC FCRM I N I T I A L  
ENERGY ARRAY *:** 
L M N  = J + l  
D = 2c.c 
KIM = ;a 
K S  = 1 
K I C  = 1 
L O O P  TI-ROLGH STATEMENTS 26,13 O h  1 2 5  P P C I h T S  AT A PASS 
I F ( J . L l . 1 2 ' )  GO TO 10 

K I =  l i t  





J 1  = C 

K I C  = K I C  4 1  

CO 12 1 1  = K S , K I  

OL = ( F ( I l t 1 )  - P ( I l ) ) / O  

CO 20 K I L  = l r K I M  

X = F L C A T t K I L ) 

x 1  = x-1.c 

HN = J 1  + K I L  

E S ( M N )  = P ( I 1 )  + X l * D L  
J 1  = J 1  + K I M  
* *4 ;  T k R O U C h  22, C A L C U L A T E  I N I T I A L  T C T A L  CRCSS S E C T I C N  ARRAY 
NJ = M h  + N J  

MN = M N i 1  






Ill I Illll I 1  I I . . .  .. 






DO 2 2  12 l t M N  
S G S ( I i 1  = 0.C 
SGAS( 1 2 )  = 0.0 
SCFS(  1 2 )  = 0.0 
I N C J  = 1 








DO 2 2  I N  = 1 , N I  
J I G  = C 
SGSP = C.C 
SGAP = C.C 
SGFP= C.C 
DEL = -2.lSCS17SES * R ( I N )  4: S R E I  
WL = 4 . 5 5 1 ~ 3 1 ~ - 1 0  S R E I  
V A L 2  = S I N f D E L J  3 c 5  
E X 1  = C M P L X ( C . r - D E L )  
C E X P l  = C E X P ( E X 1 )  3 c c  
T 2  = C E X P 1  -$ V A L Z  * WL 
A B T 2  = C A B S ( T i 1  3C7 
S G R I  = 0.0 
J I  = l h C J t  N G I ( I N )  -1 
C 





CO 23 IJ = I N C J ,  J I  
SGAPR = 0.C 
SGFPR = C.C 
J I G  = J I G  + 1 
N R E S  = N R (  I J  J 









CO 24 N i  = I . N R E S  
DEN = C M P L X ( P l v P 2 1  

DENSP = PI**:; + P 2 * * 2  

ELAMR = WL -$ S R E I / S Q R T I A B S ( E O ( I  J s h 2 ) )  J 323 

S P C F  = kL*BLAMR*GMN( IJ,1\12) /DENSP 
SGAPK = G M G ( I J 1 N 2 J  * SPCF + SGAPR 
SGFPR = G M F ( I J , N Z I  * SPCF + SGFPR 
2 4  T 1  = ( G M N ( I J , N i J  /2./ D E N ) + B L A P R + T l  
V A L 3  = T 1 - 1 2  

V A L 1  = C A B S ( b A L 3 )  330 

SGAP = SGAP + SGAPR * G ( I N p J I G 1  
SGFP = SGFP t SGFPR * G ( I N 9 J I G )  
SGSP = SGAP + SGFP 
2 3  S G R I  i- G (  I N p J I G )  * ( V A L 1 * * 2  - A B  2 * + 2 )  + S G R I  
I N C J  = I N C J  + 2 
SGS( I i 1 = COEF ( IN I* ( SGR I + P  S l M t  I h * A B T 2 * * 2 + S G S P / 4 . 0 )  + SGS( 1 2 )  
SGAS( 1 2 1  = C O E F ( I N ) / 4 . C  * SGAP + SG A S ( I 2  I 
2 2  SC-FS( 1;) C O E F ( I N ) / 4 . C  * SGFP + SGF 5 (12) 
I F ( E S ( l ) . N E . E M N )  GO TO 56  
C 
C F I R S T  O L T P U T  P O I N T  
C 
N K  = 1 i NK 
E R ( N K  I -= E S (  1 )  
S G T R ( N K )  = S G S ( 1 )  
S G A R ( N K 1  = S G A S ( 1 )  
S G F R ( N K 1  = S G F S ( 1 )  












C *** T k R O U G k  26,  E L I M I N A T I O N  THROUGH I h T E R P C L A T I C h  PhD CCCPPRISCN,  

C I N l E R M E D I A T E  G E N E R A T I O h i I N T E R P C L A T I C N i A k D  C C C P A R I S C h ,  






5 t  	KM = C 
J 1  = MN - i 
L E P  = MN 
C I L  = 1.0 
TN = 0.C 
K A  = C 














C CI-ECK ON E N D P O I N T  
C 
2 7  I F 1  l.EO.J 1 )  GO TO 1 5  
C 
C 
C AOVPNCE I SEQUENCE 
C 
C 
K N  = K P - 1  
GO TO iC 
1 5 I F (  EK ( hK ) -E  S ( J 1 t  1J 1 5 S 5 5  i 2  6 
5 5  H = M N  
GO TO '2 
2 E  	L = I t ;  
E E  = 2.C 
K M  = c 
K J  = i 
25 ML = 1 4 1  
N L  = L - 1  
x c  = c . 0  
DO 30  K = M L s N L  
I N T E R P O L A T I O N  TYPE,  t l  SECILCG- - 60 L I N E A R  
GO Ti) C 3  
t l  	R A T I O  = ( E : ( L )  - E S ( K ) ) / ( E S ( L )  - E S ( I 3 )  





C COMPARE C A L C L L A T E D  A N 0  I N T E R F C L A T E D  CROSS S E C T I C M  F C R  







6 3  	X C  = S C  - S G S ( K )  
X C  = X C  t X C / S G S ( K ) * l O @ . O  
O I F  = P B S ( S C  - S G S t K ) )  
I F ( C I F . C T . F D  1 GC TO 3 1  
P C  = D l F / S G S ( K  )*1CC.O 













C I  = X C / A B S ( X C )  
C I M  = C I * C I L  
C I L  = C I  











3 2  I F (  S G S ( K  1 - S G S ( 1  I ) 3 4 9 3 4 9 3 5  
3 4  IF( S G S ~ K  - S G S ( L  I ) 3 2 , 3 0 , 3 0I 
3 5  I F (  S G S ( K  I - S G S ( L  I ) 3C13C.32 
3 c  C O N T I N L E  
K M  = K M  + I  
c x  = x c  
L = L + 1  
I F  (L.C-T.LEP I GO TO 31 
C 
C 






60 TO is 
C 
C COUNTER (3N MAX ,M.IN 9 I h F L E C  71 C h  
C 
3 2  I C U  = I C U  + 1 
3 1  I F  ( K M I  3 C , 2 i 9 3 C  
C 
C 
C CHECK M A G N I T b D E  O F  S I G M A S  TC D E T E R C I h E  I C P C R T P h C E  OF 
C PERCENTAGE O I F F E R E N C E  A N D  S E T  UPPER L E V E L  
C 
C 
3 7  I F (  SGS(I I + SGS ( K ) + S G S ( L l - 2 .  C) 38938139  
? E  CP = 2 c . o  
ca TO L C  
35  CP = 1c.o 










M = K  





C 41---- SCt C A L C L L A T E  I N T E R C E D I A T E  F C I h T S  U N T I L  U P P E R  L I M I T  
C CR I T E K  I A  I S  MET THRGbGHCLT. EkERGY I h T E R V A L  IS C I V l C E O  @Y 
C S U C C E S S I V E  P C k E R S  OF 2 L h T I L  STCPED P T  256. 
C C R O S S  S E C T I O N  C A L C U L A T I O h 1 1  A T E R P C L A T I C N  A N 0  C C M F P R I S C N  




4 5 7  
28 

GO 4 5  N l = i , K J  
E T ( N 1 )  = E T ( N l - l ) + D L  

I N C J  = 1 

S R E N I  = S Q K T ( E T ( N 1 ) )  4f1 

S T ( N 1 )  = C.0 

S A T ( N  1 )  = C . C  

S F T ( N l 1  = C.C 

GO 4 5  I N = I , N I  

J I G  = C 

SGSP = C.C 

SGAP = C.C 

SGFP = C.C 

DEL = - 2 . 1 5 6 5 1 7 5 E S  * R ( 1 N )  * S K E h I  

WL = 4 . 5 5 1 E ? l E - l O / S R E N I  
4 5 0 
V A L 2  = S I N ( D E L )  

E X 1  = C M P L X ( C . r - D E L )  

c E x P i  = c E n P ( E x i )  4 5 1  
T 2  = C E X P 1  * b A L 2  * WL 
4 5 2A B T 2  = C A O S ( T 2 )  
S G R I  = 0 . C  

J I  = I N C J  t N G I ( I N )  

DO 4 6  I J=  I N C J v J I  

SGAPR = C.C 

SGFPR = 0.C 

J I G  = J I G  t 1 

N l i E S  = N R (  I J  ) 
T 1  = C . C  

GO 4 7  N 2 = l , N R E C  

- 1 
UENSP = P l * * >  t P 2 * + 2  

BLAMR WL * S R E N I / S O K T ( A B S ( E O ( I  J 9 F 2 ) ) )  5 C E  

S P C F  = h L  4: BLAMK * G M N ( I J , h Z ) / D E N S P  

SGAPR = G M G ( I J , I \ 2 )  * SPCF + SGAPR 

SGFPR = G M F ( I J , h 2 )  * SPCF + SGFPR 

4 7  T 1  = ( C M N (  I J , N S ) / Z . / D E N ) * B L A M R  + 11 

VAL:! = 11 - 1 2  
V A L 1  = C A B C ( L A L ? I  5 1 5  
SGAP = SGAP t ZGAPR * G ( I N , J I G )  
SGFP = SGFP t SGFPR * G ( I N , J I G )  
SC-SP = SGAP + SGFP 
4 t  	S G R I  = G( I N . J I G )  * ( V A L l * * 2  - A B T 2 * * 2 )  + S G R I  
I N C J  = I N C J  + 2 
S T (  N 1 )  = CUEF ( I N  I *  ( S G R I + P S T M  ( I  h 1 * A B 1 2 + + 2 +  S G S P / 4  .O 1 + S T  ( h l  ) 
S A T ( N 1 )  = C O E F ( I N ) / 4 . 0  ;P: SGAP + S A T ( h 1 )  
4 5  S F T ( N 1 l  = C O E F ( I N l / 4 . C  * SGFP + S F T ( h 1 )  
CU 4 8  N 1  = 2 ,KJ  
LL = N 1  t 1 
IL  = N 1  - 1 
I F (  I N T Y P  1 t 4 1 6 5 , t 4  
t 4  SK = ( ( S T ( L L  l - S T ( I L )  / ( E T ( L L ) - E T ( I L ) )  ) * ( E T ( h l ) - E T (  I L )  1 + S T (  IL  1 
GO TO C t  
t 5  
5 5 6  
6C 
I F ( P K  .GT.GP) GO TO 41 
4 E  CONT I N l E  
4 4  K C  = K C  + K J - 2  
K J  = K J  + 1 
KQ = N K  + K J  









5 C  DO 5 1  N 1 =  2 , K J  
NK = NK + 1 
E R ( N K )  = E T ( N 1 )  
SGSR( N K 1 = S T  ( N 1)- S A T  ( k 1)- SF 1 ( h l  1 
I F (  S G S R t N K  1 1  67 1 C 7 . 6 0  
29 
6 7  	S G S R ( N K 1  = 0 . C 1  
S G T R ( N K )  = S A T ( N 1 )  + S F T ( N 1 )  + 0.01 
E C I F  = � R I N K 1  - E R ( N K - 1 )  
FLGER = A L O G ( E R ( N K ) / E R ( N K - l ) )  
ACRA I ( N K  ) = ( SGAR(NK1-SGAR (NK-1 )  I / E D I F * ( E D I F - E P  ( h K - 1 1  *FLGER) 
1 + S G A R ( N K - l ) * F L G E R +  A D R A I  (NK-1 )  
5 1  S G F R l N K )  = S F T ( N 1 )  
KM = 1 












3 t  K A  = K P  + KM 
C 
C 





TN = TN t O X  









4 2  I F ( N K . L E . C C 1 )  GO TO 53 
4 5  W R I T E  ( t ,IC51 
W R I T � ( t , l C ! l  ( E R ( K A E ” 1 ,  S G T R ( K A C 1  t S G S P ( K A P ) ,  S G P P ( K P M ) ,  S G F P ( K P M ) ,  
1 A D K A I ( K A M 1 ,  K A P  = 2 1 N K )  
N K S T  = N K S T  t NK - 1 
I F ( P C k . E Q . C . C )  GO TO 52  
W R I T E (  t , 1  l i  1 1  ER ( K A M )  ,SGTR(KAM1 ,SGSR ( K P P )  ,SGPR ( K P P )  ,SGFR(KPE( 1, 
c a  1 
6 1 8  
6 19 
632 
1 KAM = i , N K I  
E 2  	I F ( E S ( P l . E Q . E M > l  GO 
E K (  1) = E R ( N K 1  
TO i 7  
SCAR(  1 1  = 
A C R P I (  I )  = 
CO 54 h K S  
E R ( N K S 1  = 
S G T R ( N K S 1  
S G S R ( N K S 1  
S G A K ( N K 5 )  
5 4  S G F R ( N K S 1  

















5 ?  NK = N K  + 
S G A R ( h K 1  







TO I N T E R M E O I A T E  P C I N T  S E C L E h C I h G  
GO TO 50 
STORAGE OF R E T A I N E U  F C I h T S  
1 

















CORRECT I O N  FOR N E G A T I V E  S C A l T E R I h G  CRCSS S E C T I C h  A R I S I h G  

FROM E X C E S S I V E  I N T E R F E R E N C E  DCE TC I h 4 D E P U A C Y  O F  G FPCTGR= 1 /2  

A P P R O X I M 4 T I U N  A T  S hAVE D I P  B E L C h  S C P L L  R E S C h A h C E  ShPCCWEC 

BY L A R G E  RESONANCE---RARE SI T C i A T I C h  C C C U R R I h G  C h L Y  Hl-Eh S P I N  





S G S R ( N K 1  = S G S ( M )  - SGAS(M1 - S G F S I t ' )  
I F ( S G S R ( N K 1 )  7 C r 7 C ~ 7 1  
7 c  	S G S R t N K I  = 0.C1 
S G T R ( N K 1  = S G A S t M )  + SGFS(M1 + C.01 
GO TO 7 2  
S G T R ( N l 0  = S G S i M )
S C A R L N K )  = S G A S ( M I  
E C I F  = E R ( N K )  - E R ( N K - 1 )  







C A C C C M U L A T I V E  O I L L T E  RESONANCE A B S C R F T I C F ;  I N T E G R b L  
C 
C 
A O R A I t  NK 1 = (SGAK(NK1-SGAR(NK-1 )  ) / E O I F * l E D I  F - E R l h K - 1 )  * F L G E R )  
1 t S G A R t N K - 1  )+FLGER+ A D R A I  (kK-1)
S G F R ( N K 1  = S G F S ( M 1  
2 t  C O N T I N L E  
C 





K O 1  = K O 1  t KA 











K S  = K I  + 
KCM = K I C  
I F ( J . L T . K C M )  
K I  = KCM 
GO TO 11 
1 3  I F ( K 1 . E Q . J )
K I  = J 
CO TO 11 
C 
C 
P P O I N T S  
1
* 1 2 5  
GO TO 1 2  
GO TO 1 4  
C L O O P  3 N  RESONANCES 
C 
C 
1 4  N O  = M C  + 1 
I C M  = 1C * 8 3  
I F ( N D E S . L l . I C M )  GO TO 1 8  
M C  = I C M  
GO TO 16 
1 E  IF (MO.EQ.NDES)  GO TO 7 6  
M C  = N C E S  
GO TO I t  
C 
C 




7 t  	W R l T E  ( t s l C 5 )  7 2 1  
W R i T E ( t , l C E )  ( E R ( K A M ) p  S G T R ( K A C )  9 S G S R I K P C )  r S G f R ( K b M ) r  S G F R ( K A M ) s  
1 A C R A I t K A M ) ,  KAM 2 t N K )  
N K S T  = N K S T  + NK - 1 
IF(PCI-.EQ.C.C) GO TO 7 7  
W R I T E ( t , l l i ) ( E R ( K A M ) 1 S G T R ( K A M )  
1 KAM = i , N K )  
7 7  	TN = C K O 2  
K A  = K O 1  








W R I T E (  C r  1 C t )  NrF ;KSTtFD.PD,NJ*KA 
ON = F L O A T ( K A 1  
T N  = TN/DN 
WR IT�( C v  1 C  E )  7N 
7 2 2  
r S G S R ( K A C ) r S G A R ( K b t ' )  r S G F R l K A M ) r  
737 

r K C  r I C U  	 7 50 
7:1 
31 
1OC FORMAT(  1 H 1 )  

10 1 F O K H P T (  2 1  I C ,  4 F l C .  5 9 3 1  5 9 F  5. C )  

1 0 2  FOKMAT ( i F  I C .  5 9 E 1 1 . 5 ~I s T F ~c.5) 
1 0 2  f O R M A T ( F 1 C - S r I I C )  
10 4 FORMAT ( F  1C - 5  I I 1C s 3F 1 0 . 5  1 
1 0 5  F U R M A T ( l H C t F i C . 5 )  
10 t FORMA T  ( 1HC 20X 3 H  FOR I5 T 2 X 11H K E  Soh  A hC E S T I6 9 2  X 5 4 H  E h E RGY P C I hTS b R E R EO 
1 U I K E D  FOR C E V I A  1 I O N S  OF L E S S  T H A k / / 2 0 X F 5 . 1  ~ 2 X 9 H @ b R h . sA h C F 5 . 1 ~ 2 X 3 1 H  
i P E R C E N T  A T  I N T E R P O L A T E D  P O I N T S .  / / 2 0 ) 1 4 H C F  T H E  I h I T  I P L I 5 1 2 X 7 t P O I N T S  
I r  
4 1 5 9  i X l � I - W E R E  D I S C A R D E D  AND1 5 9 2 X 3 2 H A C O I  T I C h A L  F C I h T S  H E R E  I N S E R T E D .  
5 / / 2 C X I 5 , 2 X 4 6 H P G I N T S  WERE R E T A I h E D  A S  P b X p M I N  C R  I N F L E C T I O N . / / / / )  
107 f O R M A T I l H C i C X 1 ~ l - R E G I O N  BETWEENF10 .5 .2X6HEV A N D F 1 0 . 5 . 2 X 4 8 b E V  CANkOT_ _  - - ­
1 BE F I T T E D  H I T H  ,256 I N T E R M E D I A T E  P C I h l S / / )  
1 0 E  FORMAT(  l P C / / i O X 4 5 H A V E R A G E  P E R C E h T  C E b I A T I L h  CF C I S C P R D E C  P C I N T S / / 4  
1 5 X F 1 0 . 5 )  
10 S FOKMA T ( 1H C E X  t HE h E R GY 1 4 X  11 H  SIGMA TO 1P L S  X 1 3 H  S I G PA SC PTT E R7X 13lis I GHA 
1 C A P T U R E i X l E H S I G M A  F I S S I O N 6 X l 4 H A C C .  I ( D I L U T E ) / / )  
1 1 C  FORMAT(  l H L l 1 X f k M A  S S  NO. 3XBHPCT. AB. 5 > l l H h U C .  R P C I U S 3 X 7 h t  V b L U E 5 X l l  
1 k R E S .  ENERGYEXiHGAMMA N5X7HGAMCA G 5 t 7 H G P P M P  F / / )  
111 FORMAT ( I H C  1 C  XF t .  19 6XF 6 .4  9 6 x 1  PE12 .6  1 3  X O  F F 6  - 4  9 3 X 4 F 1 2 . 5 /  1 
I1i FORMAT(  1HB. 1 P 5 E  12.5 1 
1 1 3  f O R M A T ( I 1 1  I X 9 1 4 A 5 1  
1 1 4  F O R M A T ( Z X p 1 4 A 5 )  
1 1 5  FORMAT(  l h L l 1 X 3 4 b L I N E A R  I N T E R P O L A T I C h  k I L L  B E  USEE.) 











P L L  PARAMETERSvkITH THE EXCEPTIOhS hCTE0 BELCh, ARE T b K E h  FRCM 
REkERENCE A - l r h t I C H  OOES NOT L I S T  THE L O h  EhERGY DATA. THE REMPINING 
PPRPMETEKS hERE ChOSEN ON THE BASES CF CChSISTEhCY WITH THE M A I N  
SOURCE, M I N  ]MUM EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAIhTY I A h 0  BEST PPRAMETERS FOR 
M A T C t I N G  MEPSUREO VALLES OF THEHCAL C R O S S  SECTlCNS P h C  D i L U T E  
RESCNANCE INTEGRALS. 
W - 1 E C  PARAMETERS FROM REFEKENCE A-2. 
W- lE i I -32 .SS5EV lANO h-1E4l-55.578 E V l  HALE ARBITRARY ENERGIES CETAINEO 
U S I N G  THE AbERAGEO REUbCEO NEUTRON h1OTH 
REFERENCE A-1 TO MAKE L P  THE OIFFERELCE 
SECTIONS O F  RtFERENCE A-3 AN0 THE VALLES 
PPR PMET ERS . 
Y-1E2 l4 .16  PNU i l . C 5  E L I  AND h - l e 3 t 7 . 6 7  
W - I E l l i 7 . 0 E  E V I  FROM REF�RENCE A-5. 
AND ASSUME0 CAPTURE W I C T H  OF 
BEThEEh THE THERPAL CRCSS 
CALCULATED FRCP THE KNOWN 
E V l  FRCC REFEREFiCE A-4. 
W - 1 E I l 4 t . 2 1  d?.EiANO 6 5 . 2  t V 1  FRGM REFEREhCE A-6. 
W - l f 3 I G  FAClOR = lh.? RESONANCES) FRCC RECLCEO NEUTROh WICTHSI CAPTURE 
W l C T k S t  ANC ENERGIES G I V E N  I N  REFEREhCE A-1. 
W - 1 E t l  I @ . @ ?  E V I  PARAMETERS FRCM REFEREhCE A-7. 
Tt-ERMPL I C . C 2 5 3  E V )  A B S O R P l I O h  CRCSS SECTIONS I e A R h S I  
CALCCLAlEO REF. A-3 
W-1EC 3.z 
H-IEi i 0 . i t  2C.7(C.51 
W - I E ?  @ . E $  1C. C IC. 31 
W-1E4 l . i l  1.7(C.l1 
W - 1 E C  3 5 . t 1  37.�(1.21 
NPT.  W 18.3lC.51 
I N F I N I T E L Y  O I L L T E  RESONANCE I h T E G R A L S  ( B A R h S l  PEOVE 0-5 EV 
C A L C l L h l E O  REF. A-7 
W - l � C  2 0 4  
W - l E >  t i 3  
W-1.53 3 5 5  
W-1E4 15.E 1 5 1 2 1  
H - l E t  4 5 7  4 4 0 1 2 0 1  









BL0CK.R.C. .  k0CKENBURYvR.W. 9 RL5SELLvJ.E.v THE PARPMETERS CF T P E  
NEUTRON RESONANCES I N  h - 1 8 2 r k - 1 8 3 t h - 1 8 4 ~ A N O  W-186. CRNL-39249 
31-35v(MAY 1 S t C l  ( S E E  ALSO RPI -328-56 ) .  
JUNGII-., BLOCK,R.C.v SLALGHTER9G.G. 9 FARACETERS CF hEUTRGk 
ZESONAhlCES I N  h - l B O i  ORNL-39749 P. 30, (PAY 19661. 
FRIESEhtAt-Nr5.J . r  HA0DAD.E. 9 FRCHhERvF.H.r LOPEZ*W.P.r THE 
NEUTRON CAPTURE C R O S S  SECTICh  CF THE TUhGSTEN ISCTCPES FROM 0.01 
TO 10 ELECTRGN VOLTS, NUCLEAR SCIEhCE P h O  ENGIhEERIhG 269 
487-45 '  I l S b t ) .  
HARVEY.J.A.9 THE MEASUREMENT OF TOTAL REUTRON CRCSS SECTIONS I N  
THE RESOluANCE ENERGY REGION AN0 THE OETERMIhATICh  CF R P C I A T I O N  
WIDTkS O F  RESONANCES, ANS TOPICAL MEETIhG CN RECCTGP P t Y S I C S  I N  
THE RESONANCE AN0 THERMAL REG1Ch.P 1 0 v S A h  OIEGC IFEBRUPRY 19661. 
PAYArC.9 PEARCE.K.0.. HARVEY,J.A., SLAUGHTER.G.G.. CARAPETEFS OF 
LOW ENERGY RESONANCES I N  TUNGSTEN, CRkL-3582.58-60 I J U h E  1 9 6 4 1 .  
RUSSELLvJ.E.9 tOCKENBLRY1R.W. s BLCCC.R.C. t hEUTRCN CAPTURE 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE ISOTOPES OF TUhGSTEh. hASH-1046,  P. 104 
(JANUARY 15641 .  
PEAKCEvC.R.1 SHOOKID.F. v O E T E R P I h A T I C h  CF TUNGSTEN RESOhANCE 
ABSORPTIJN INTEGRALS B Y  A C T I V A T I O N *  hASA Th 0- 9 (19671 .  
33 

L INEAR IN lERPOLATION k I L L  BE LSEO. 
n P s s  NLJ. PCT. A B .  NUC. RAOILS G VPLUE 
l � C . C  C.Ot13 E.47C500E-13 1.0000 
l E O . C  C.CO13 8.47050CE-13 1.0000 
1fC.C c .cc13 e. 4 7 0 5 0 ~ ~ - 1 3  1.0000 
l E C . C  O.OC13 e. 4 7 0 5 0 0 ~ - 1 3  1.0000 
1 E C . C  C.OC13 8.470500E-13 1.0000 
M A S S  NU. PCT. AB. NLC. RADIUS G VPLUE 
1.oooo 
1 E i . C  C.2631 8.5C0590E-13 1 .0000 
l E 2 . C  C.2631 E. 5CC590E-13 1.0000 
1E2.C C.2631 e. 5 ~ 0 5 9 0 ~ - 1 3  1 . 0 0 0 0  
1L2.C C.2631 e. 5CO590E-13 1.0000 
lE2.C C.2631 8.5CO59CE-13 1.0000 
1 E i . C  C.2631 8.5 CO590E-13 1.0000 
1 E i . C  C.2631 8.5CC590E-13 1 . 0 0 0 0  
1 E i . C  C.2631 8.5CC590E-13 1 . 0 0 0 0  
1E2.C C.2631 8.5CC590E-13 1 .0000 
1 f 2 . C  C.2631 8.5C0590E-13 1 .0000 
1 E E . C  C.2631 8.5CC590E-13 1 .0000 
1 f i . C  C.2631 8.5C0590E-13 1.0000 
l E i . C  C.2631 8.5C0590E-13 1 .@000 
1E2.C C.2631 e. 5 c c 5 9 0 ~ - 1 3  1 . 0 0 0 0  
1 f2 .C C.2631 E. 5CC590E-13 1.0000 
l E i . C  C. 2 6 3 1  8.5CC59CE-13 1.0000 
l � i . C  C. 2 6 3 1  e. 5 CC590E-13 1 .0000 
1E2.C C.2631 8.5C0590E-13 1 .0000 
1 f2 .C C.Z t31  e. 5CC59CE-13 1.0000 
1E2.C C.2631 8.5CC590E-13 1..0000 
l f E . 0  C.2631 8.5CC59CE-13 1 . 0 0 0 0  
1 t 2 . c  C.2631 e.5C0590E-13 1.0000 
1 E 2 . C  C.2631 ti. 5CC590E-13 1.0000 
1f2.C C . 2 t 3 1  8.5CO590E-13 1.0000 
1 f i . C  C. 2 6 3 1  e. 5 ~ 0 5 9 0 ~ - 1 3  1.0000 
l E i . C  0.2631 E. 5 CC590E-13 1.0000 
1 E i . C  C.2631 e. ~ C C ~ ~ O E - I ~  
MPSS NO. P C T .  AB. NLC. RAOILS G VPLUE 
1fP.C C. 142E E. 5 1 6 1 2 0 E - 1 3  0 . 2 5 0 0  
1E3.C '2.142.5 E. 51612CE-13 0 .2500 
1f3.C c.142e 1.516120E-13 0.2500 
1 � ? . C  C.142E E. 516120E-13 0 .7500 





6 2 7 0 0 0 0  
7 5  . Z O O 0 0  
87.40000 
RES. ENERGY 




1 1 4 . 7 0 0 0 0  
1 3 0 . 5 0 0 0 0  
2 14.0000 0 




3 4 3  .OOOOO 
378 .ooooo 
4 1 0  .OOOOO 
430 .OOOOO 
486.00000 
5 8 0  .OOOOO 
6 1 6  .OOOOO 
658.00000 
673.00000 














GAHHP N annn G GAnnA F 
0 . C l i S C  C.C60CO -0. 
0 . C O t i C  0 . C 6 O C O  -0. 
0 .co 1'0 0 . c t c c o  - 0 .  
0.035C0 0.C60CO -0. 
O.CC7?C 0 . C t C C O  -0. 
CAnnA N GAHHA G GAnnA F 
0.1CS14 c . c 7 c c a  -0. 
C.00148 0 .C5400 -0. 
0.C433C C.CC2CO -0. 
o.oooc1 c .C?CCO -0. 
0 . i S O C O  0 .CO5CO -0. 
o.ccoso 0.C70CO -0. 
O . O O i E 0  c .c7oco -0. 
1.1ooco C.C64CO -0. 
0 .cc 1I C  c . c 7 o c o  -0. 
0.00035 0 . c 7 c c o  -0. 
O . C O E I C  0 .c7cco -0. 
0.13occ 0.C65CO -0. 
O.CO0EC 0.C70CO -0. 
0. i e o c o  0.C55CO -0. 
0.5000c 0.C45CO -0. 
C.?COCO 0.C57CO -0. 
o . c c 1 4 c  0.C70CO -0 .  
0. l tOCO 0.C5500 -0 .  
o.cooto  c . c 7 o c o  -0. 
O.Ot9CC 0.C74CO -0. 
C.Cl4CC c .c7oco -0. 
0 . c z 1 0 0  a . c - ~ c c o  -0. 
C.4000C 0 . c 7 e c o  -0. 
2 . i o o c o  0.C77CO -0. 
0.4500C 0.C7BCO -0. 
1.cooco C.C6SCO -0. 
0.4eOCO 0.C58CO -0.  
GAHHA N GAMMA G GAHHA F 
C.1ILCC C.CiCC0 - 0 .  
0.C95CO c .c5oco -0. 
c .41occ  0 .CECCO -0 .  
0 . 0 0 1 i 4  c .c79co - 0 .  




l f 3 . C  c .142e 
1 f 3 . 0  C.1428 
1 fZ .C C.1428 
l t 3 . C  C.1428 
1fZ.C C.142E 
1E3.0 c. 1 4 2 e  
1 � 2 . C  C.142.E 
1f3.C c . 1 4 z e  
1fZ.C C.1428 
1 f3 .C 0 .1428 
1fP.C C.142E 










E. 5 1 6 1 2 0 E - 1 3  
8.516120E-13 
E .  516120E-13 
t .  516120E-13 
M A S S  Nd. P C T .  AB.  NUC. R A C I U S  
1f3.C C.1428 
1 E 3 . C  C.1428 
l t 3 . C  c .142e 
1 f3 .C C.1428 
l f 3 . C  0.142E 
l t 2 . C  C.1428 
1 E 2 . C  C.1428 
I E 2 . C  C.142E 
1f3.C C.1428 
1 E 2 . C  C.1428 
l f 2 . C  C.1428 
1 E 3 . C  C.1428 
1 f 2 . r  C.142.E 
E.51612CE-13 
E - 5 1 6 1 2 0 E - 1 3  
E. 516120E-13 
f. 516120E-13 
E. 5 1 6 l Z C E - 1 3  
.E. 51612OE-13 
E. 5 1 6 1 2 0 E - 1 3  
E.516120E-13 
8 .516120E-13 
f. 5 1 6 1 2 0 E - 1 3  
E. 51612OE-13 
f .516120E-13 
E. 51612 [E-13 
M I S S  NO. PCT. AB. NLC. R A O I L S  
l E 4 . 0  0.3004 
1 i 4 . C  C.3Ct4 
l t 4 . C  c . 3 c c 4  
1 t 4 . C  C.3C04 
1 f4 .C C. 3 0 6 4  
l f 4 . C  C.3C64 
1 E 4 . C  C.3C.54 
1E4.C C.3C64 
1 t 4 . 0  C.3C04 
1E4.C c. 3 C t 4  
l t 4 . C  C.3Cb4 
1 f 4 . 0  C.3C64 












8 .  53166CE-13 
8. 531660E-13 
e. 5 3 1 6 6 0 ~ - 1 3  
8.53166CE-13 
0 .7500 46 .20000 0.154CC 0 .Ct8CO -0. 
0 . 7 5 0 0  65 .30000 C . C C  1 E C  0 . c 7 5 c o  -0. 
0 . 7 5 0 0  101.30000 o . c s e c 0  o . c s e c 0  -0. 
0.7500 157.30000 0 . C t i C C  C . C E O C 0  -0.  
0 . 7 5 0 0  174.30000 0.C53CO 0 .CSOCO -0. 
0.7500 192. EO000 0.C25CO 0.c7cco -0.  
0 . 7 5 0 0  259.00000 0 .c 5oco 0. I C O C O  -0.  
0 . 7 5 0 0  280 .ooooo O.ElCC0 0 . c 7 3 c o  -0. 
0.7500 297 .OOOOO o.oz9co o . c s 9 c o  -0 .  
0 . 7 5 0 0  323.00000 o . c e i c 0  C.CSECO -0 .  
0 . 7 5 0 0  349.00000 0.140CO o . c s 5 c o  -0 .  
0.7500 3 6  1.OOOOO O . C ? I C O  0 .C?CCO -0. 
0.7500 379.00000 0.C7400 0.C78CO -0. 
G V P L U E  RES. ENERGY GPMHA N GAMMA G GAMMA F 
0.5000 40 .70000 0 .occ 1s O . C E O C O  -0 .  
0.5000 104.10000 0 .000 1s 0. C8000 -0. 
0 . 5 0 0 0  138.30000 o . c c s c 4  C . C E O C 0  -0. 
0 . 5 0 0 0  203.80000 0.00313 C . C E C C 0  -0. 
0 . 5 0 0 0  220.80000 0.0059 5 C . C E C C 0  -0. 
0 . 5 0 0 0  228 .ooooo O . O C l E 1  C . C E C C 0  -0 .  
0 . 5 0 0 0  236.00000 0.01643 C . C ~ O t O  -0. 
0.5000 2 4 1  .OOOOO 0.05578 o .ceoco -0. 
0.5000 244.00000 O.CCSE3 C . C E C C O  -0. 
0 . 5 0 0 0  289 .OOOOO O . G O 7 1 8  c.ceoc0 -0. 
0 . 5 0 0 0  338 .ooooo o . c i o 2 0  C.CEOC0 -0. 
0.5OOO 354.00000 o . c c 5 3 c  o .ceoco -0. 
0.5000 3 9 2  .OOOOO c .c475c  O.CE0CO -0. 
G V P L U E  RES. ENERGY GPMMA N GAMMA G GAMMA F 
1.oooo -99.97500 0 .24 tSC 0.C70CO -0 .  
1.0000 102.10000 c .cc350 0 . c 7 c c o  -0. 
1.oooo 184.70000 l.iOOO0 0 . c 7 e c o  -0. 
1.0000 244.00000 O.CC24C c . c 7 c c o  -0. 
1.0000 311.00000 0.075CC 0.C51CO -0 .  
1.0000 424.00000 0.042CO 0.c0sco -0. 
1.0000 5 9 5  .ooooo O . C @ l C O  C .070CO -0 .  
1.0000 684.00000 a . t e c c o  0 . c 7 e c o  -0. 
1 . 0 0 0 0  705.00000 o . c c t c 0  C . C I C C 0  -0.  
1.0000 7 8 7  .OOOOO O . C i t O 0  C.C’ IOC0 -0 .  
1.0000 8 0 2  .ooooo l . tCOC0 C.C7SCO -0 .  
1 . 0 0 0 0  9 6  1.OOOOO 1.00000 O . l l C C 0  -0. 
1.0000 1 0 0 0  .ooooo 0.140CO c . c 5 5 c o  -0. 
1* 0000 1090.OOOOO 3.400CO 0.CSSCO -0 .  
l f 4 . C  C.3C64 8.531660E-13 1.oooo 1 1 4 0.OOOOO 0.940CC o . c t o c 0  -0. 
1f4.C C.3064 8.53166CE-13 1.0000 1270 .OOOOO 1.2oocc o .cc3co -0 .  
1E4.C C. 3 C 6 4  8.53166CE-13 1.0000 1340.00000 0.COSIC c .c7oco -0. 
1E4.0 C.3Ct4 8. 531660E-13 1.0000 1410 .OOOOO 2.7coco 0.C7CCO -0 .  
1�4.C C.3C64 8. 531660E-13 1.0000 1430 .OOOOO c .25oco C.C7SCO -0. 
1E4.C C.3C64 8. 53166CE-13 1.0000 1520 .OOOOO 1.300CO 0 . 0 5 8 C O  -0. 
l f L . 0  C.3C64 8.53166CE-13 1.0000 1560 .OOOOO O . C C E C C  0.C70CO - 0 .  
1 t 4 . 0  C.3064 8.531660E-13 1.0000 1660 .OOOOO 0 .25000  O.CEOC0 -0.  
1E4.0 C.3Ct4 8.531660E-13 1.0000 1800 .ooooo 1.lCOOO O.Ct5C0 -0.  
1f4.C C.30t4 8.531660E-13 1.0000 1880.ooooo 0.c3cco 0.C70CO -0 .  
1fL.C C.3C64 8.53166CE-13 1.0000 1930 .OOOOO C.2?0CO 0 . c 7 5 c o  -0. 
M P S S  NU. P C T .  A B .  NLC. R A D I U S  G VILUE R E S .  E N E R G Y  CAMHb N GAMMA G GAMMA. F 
1 t t . c  C.2Et4 E .  56242OE-13 1.0000 18.83000 0.3 lSC0 0 .C4 1CO -0 .  
l t 6 . C  c.2864 8.562420E-13 l.ODO0 111.30000 0.00004 0.c7oco -0 .  
1 t C . C  C.2EtL 8.56242OE-13 1 .oooo 171.50000 O.Ci7CO c .c75co -0 .  
ItZ1.C C.2Et4 8.562420E-13 1.0000 197.60000 0 .coocc  c .c7oco -0. 
1 t t . c  c . 2 e t 4  8. 562420E-13 1.0000 218 .ooooo 0.530CC O.Ct2CO -0. 
1 t t . C  C.2864 8. 56242CE-13 1.0000 245.00000 0 .ooo;o 0 . c 7 c c o  -0 .  
1Et.C C.ZEt4 e. 562420E-13 1 .0000 288 .ooooo 0.C26CC O.CiCC0 -0. 
1 t t . C  C.2Et4 8. 56242 OE-13 1 .0000 407 .OOOOO 0.c75cc  O . ( C i C O  -0. 
1 t e . c  0.2864 8.562420E-13 1.0000 458.00000 O . C O O E O  c .C?OCO -0.  
1 t t . C  C.2E64 8.562420E-13 1.0000 5 12.00000 O.Ct5CC 0.C4SCO -0.  
1 t t . C  C.ZE64 8.562420E-13 1.0000 543.00000 c .5coco c . c t s c 0  -0 .  
1 t 6 . C  (3.2864 8.562420E-13 1.0000 666 .OOOOO 0.75ooc o .ce5co -0. 
1f6.C C. i f .54  8.562420E-13 1.0000 732.00000 2.1cccc c . C S l C O  -0. 
l C 6 . C  C.2Et4 8.562420E-13 1.0000 77 4.000 00 0.OOtOC 0.C7CCO -0. 
1ft.C C.2864 8.562420E-13 i .ooon 835 .OOOOO 0 . c z c c c  c . c 7 c c o  -0. 
I t 6 . C  C.2864 e. 5 6 2 4 2 0 ~ - 1 3  1.0000 858.00000 o.cc2cc  c . c 7 c c o  -0. 
1 t t . c  C.28t4 E. 56242 OE-13 1.0000 968 .OOOOO 1.1cocc c . c 7 i c o  -0. 
1 t t . C  c . 2 e t 4  8. 562420E-13 1.0000 1080.00000 o . c s o c o  o . c c 1 c o  -0. 
1 f t . C  C.2E64 8.562420E-13 1.0000 1130 .OOOOO C.450CO o . c c z c 0  -0. 
l t 6 . C  C.ZE64 e. 562420E-13 1.0000 1190 .OOOOO 0.i7OCC 0.C55CO -0.  
1 E t . C  c . 2 e t 4  8.562420E-13 1.0000 1 4 2 0  .OOOOO C.25OCO o.csoco -0. 
1 t t . C  C.2864 8. 562420E-13 1.0000 1510.00000 l.iOOO0 o.coeco -0 .  
I f 6 . C  c.2e04 e. 562420E-13 1.0000 1550 .OOOOO o.co4cc  0.C70CO -0. 
1 t t . C  0.2864 8.562420E-13 1.0000 1800.00000 c .1ooco o .ccsc0 -0 .  
I t 6 . C  C.2864 8.56242 OE-13 1.0000 1940 .OOOOO 0.55occ o . c c o c 0  -0 .  
1 t t . C  C . 2 t t 4  8.562420E-13 t .oono 2040.00000 0.400CC o .cc7co -0. 
1 t t . C  C.2Et4 e . 5 6 2 4 2 0 ~ - 1 3  1.0000 2 120 .ooooo 0.1 l o c o  C.Ct iC0 -0. 
E N E R  CY S I G M A  TOTAL SIGMA S C A T T E R  S I G M A  CPPTURE SIGMA F I S S I O N  ACC. I ( D I  LUTE1 
0 .  C i52SF5Ct  4.110808134 17.45785737C - C .  -0.000000000 
0 .0 '2255747 4.109911680 13.53434824s - C .  8.050632238 
~­
0 .CfS2554SS 15.567074193 4.109017253 11.4566StS40 
O.Ci.5255243 14.234538622 4.100123541 10.126 E 1500 1 
C.C5325E554 13.2 �1731Ea6 4.107230544 9.100 50 1 3 4  i 
0.1 lC25E745 12.57C75E462 4.106338263 E .4644201S4 
0.1;72C.E457 12.004122496 4.105446 517 i . a 9 a 6 7 5 s i a  
0.1 '425�241 11.542C163 E7 4.104555 130 7 -43746 125'2 
O . l t l 2 5 i S 5 2  11.156C45490 4.103664279 7.05230521 1 
O.liE257743 1 C .  027566305 4.102773666 6 -7247527 14 
0.15f25i455 10.543737650 4.101002994 6.44105465t 
0.212257238 10.295413 613 4.100992799 6.194420015 
Q.2iS2565C.C io.  0 7 5 ~ 6 8 6 0 7  4.100102782 5 -975765 E24 
0.246256141 5 .  600C35400 4.09921210 6 5.7800226S4 
O.it3256452 9.704C12071 4.090322690 5.605650183 
C.ZECiSt23C 5.544743100 4.097432613 5.447310567 
0.257255555 5.359791241 4.096542470 5.30324e7t3 
C.E'l2E 7 5 5 3  7.53C240344 4.067599654 3 -46264 E b t C  
1 . 7 5 ? 2 7 3 5 � 5  7. C C  5766161 4.006211630 3.00355445 3 
2.0i563ECCE E .  14050C416 3 .047042620 4.293537796 
3.2CCliiCC2 10.23 544 5 510 3.69 500 3 390 6.54044t ' iC 
3.5i752EClf 14.35028731 E 3.505337715 10.0 44945 6 0  3 
3.6175CE55C 15. 22 Qt01429 3.361116529 15.059564SCC 
3.ii3C5EOCC 23.451 154709 3.27 339 2 439 20.177762270 
3.7tE2E4CC4 3C.CSSC46469 3.17 049 9460 26.92054iCQ9 
3.e20078506 34.945631 901 3.132136345 31 .a 13495t  It 
1 .  E ! I  4 i X C e  41.411273556 3.09 1600 63 3 30.319585323 
3. E tbC C 7 5 1C 5C. 3 C Q 83 7 C40 3.Ob5764904 4 7 . 2 3 5 0 7 i l I t  
?.51EbCiC12 02.9 E 5 734463 3.071510421 59.91421604i 
3 .5249f5263 71.459150314 3,096199909 60 -362950 3 i 5 
3.5!12!6514 e l .  9 5 533 1002 3.144636154 7 0 .  E 1069564E 
3.567553765 $5.166656494 3.22019 7090 91.93845535t  
3.SE3EflC16 112.105991364 3.364455223 108.741536 14C 
4.OCC14E237 134.30C108065 3.581350327 130.7 1003 i 7 3  � 
4.Cl644545.5 164.133132935 3.92405237 1 160 .2082ao 5.5 3 
4.022742675 205.482116699 4.47355a426 201.00055E273 
4.C4504COid 2 64.966735655 5.360614197 259.590 12545 E 
4.QtSE4fC21 3 i? 7.312 64E 173 7 -46657 l E O E  379 .04607656 5 
4.c f232E022 5C5.205705461 9.702000380 495.506977CE 1 
4.054 E1 1022 t03.2 32276 516 13-34101  1047 669.6912t58tS 
4.1C3133023 e55 .62c i i22ao  17.070094462 a38.54261775a 
4.1C7254023 965.13050C322 19.537063599 945.601516714 
4.1114t lC23 1094.768676750 22.519000745 1 0 7 2 . 2 4 9 5 a a c i ~  
4 . 1 1 5 6  1tC24 1240. a i4603271 26.152420044 i222 .722 ie3 i2a  
4.135777024 i 4 3 2 . t 4 3 4 7 8 3 ~ +  30.595443726 1402.04803466 E 
- C .  12.291931272 
-C .  15.019442558 
- C .  16.964426186 
- C .  18.442830801 
- C .  19.61 6559505 
-C.  20.576337193 
- C .  2 1.3 656 11057 
-C.  22.016130629 
- C .  22.675063504 
- 0 .  23.2 03340054 
- C .  23.6721 86 E51 
-c.  24.092679501 
- C .  24.472733021 
- C .  24. a i6557262 
-C.  25.135101795 
- C .  29.057317209 
- C .  32.326045036 
- C .  34.025119781 
- C .  34.712092056 
- C .  35.378332615 
- C ,  3 5. a62 383 042 
- C .  36.180564404 
- C .  36.56915E056 
- C .  36.840725699 
-c .  37.138567448 
- C .  3 7.496632703 
- C .  31.946254253 
- C .  38.212457657 
- C .  30.516617296 
- C .  38.068031502 
- C .  3%279355049 
- C .  39.768147945 
- C .  40.359637260 
- C .  41.091009617 
-C .  42.019774k37 
- C .  43.658286571 
- C .  44.999054909 
-C. 46.778362151 
- c .  48.309873104 
-C.  49.214548111 
- C .  50.23681 E740 
- C .  51.39a771286 








4 . 1 I C 2 5 1 C i t  
4 . 1 ! ? 0 t t 0 2 t  
4.1E5835C26 
4 . l E I i 2 t C i 6  
4 . l f E t l ? E i 6  
4.ltCOCCO2t 
4 . 1 t 1 3 E t 5 t 7  
4 . l t 2 7 i 3 9 t 7  
4 . 1 t 5 5 4 i S t l  
4 . l t E 3 2 1 5 t i  
4 . l i i 4 e Z S C 7  
4 . l i E C ? C S t �  
4 . l t ? 5 i � S t E  
4 . 1  l i 7 ? S S t �  
4.1519CCSt5 
4 .  l 5 t O t  l S t 5  




4 . i i l C i i S i C  
4 .225345971 
4 . i L l E 3 2 5 7 2  
4 . 2 ! � 4 i t S i ?  
4 . i i O 9 5 S S i 3  




4 . 4 t t 5 2 t 5 2 6  
4.45512142E 
4 .5I1715520 
4. t t i c  53537 
4 .85ib tC545 
S . l � ? t C ' S t S  
s . e c ~ e t s 0 4 ~  
C.CE54i7531 
t . e 4 4 4 3 ? 4 E t  
7 . 1 ; 5 C L 1 9 i C  
7 . i i 3 9 1 1 4 t 4  
38 
1651.981335205 36.038360596 16  15.948914605 -c .  54.251 7 6 2 3 9 0  
1913.112152100 42.6 9760 13  18 1870.41459QlE 1 - C .  56.013356209 
2335.235166260 53.845367432 2281.393798Eie  - c .  58.804238196 
21C5. C36495023 64.105133057 2644.931 3 t  5 5 t  7 - c .  61.2 874 3982 3 
3554.989532471 88.895812988 3466.09371S4E i -c .  67.426372528 
3555.57e5e2764 1 0 1  -92935 1807 3857.649230957 - c .  71.102688789 
41 �3.887207C31 109.858734131 4074 .O 2847 290 C - c .  73.755782127 
4348.421651895 116.502502441 4 2 3  1.9 19 18545 ? - c .  16.531302452 
4402.122595215 119.16 5344238 4283.557250517 - C .  77.952976227 
4436.179592676 121.309265 137 4 3  14.870727 E35 - C .  79.3883 50487 
4447.822ai4541 122.890380859 4324.932434022 - c .  80.829081535 
4437.315CO2k41 123.881103516 4313.43389E92.5 - C .  82.268830299 
4404.975952148 124.270751953 4280.7052CCl5E - c .  83.699986458 
4 2 7 5 .  i e 9 0 8 6 5 1 4  123.2 94677 7 3 4  4155.894405160 - C .  86.509539604 
4CE4.234405518 120.210144043 3964.02426 1475 - C .  89.2 1 05  9036 3  
37C4.152313232 1 12.5 9982 2 998 3591.55249C234 - c .  92.974343300 
3 1 3 3 . 8 t e 2 8 t 1 3 3  99.504547119 30 34.3 6 3  7 35 C 14 - C .  97.375096321 
255C.453133545 85.949829 102 2504.543304442 - c .  101. 045792580 
2232.804C16113 76.58096 3 135 2156.223C52575 - C .  103.358903885 
1924.3 E330C781 68 .235794067 18 56.14 7506 7 1 4  - c .  105.349685669 
1662.9e922 7 2 9 5  60.965011597 1602.024215658 - c .  107.064538956 
1443.2 e4759521 54.703170776 1388.58158e i 4 5  - C .  108.546264648 
1255.1 C5466553 49 .337020874 1209.772445675 - c .  109.832181931 
1 1C 4 .5  @ C32 2 2 66 44 .742370605 1059.83795166C - c .  110.953846931 
974.528131207 40.80 1406860 933.726730341 - c .  111.937504768 
7 11.21 1875916 34 .479545593 736.73233C2i2  - C .  113.585330009 
622.543305569 29.7 15682983 593.2276225Et - C  * 114.895122528 
461.632614136 24.538002014 443.094612122 - c .  116.421 575546 
335.9CC8522C3 19.931400299 315.9694515C4 - C .  117.907953262 
27C.35633C872 17.5 3 140640 3 252 .824924464 - C .  118.740366936 
115 .  664155 56C 11.33747 1962 104.32668355 8 - c .  121.448160172 
65.653623581 8 -98922 2 527 56.66440 I C 5 4  - C .  122.650173187 
52.680656510 8.31 1931 133 4 4 . 3 6 8 7 2 5 7 i i  - c .  123.022937775 
43.565114975 7 - 8 0 7  105064 35.7580099 1 1  - C .  123.31 6404343 
36.918286324 7.418309927 29.499976357 - C .  123.553673744 
31.923838E54 7.110941410 24.8 1289 7 444 - c .  123.74971 9620 
2C. t55@91129 6.344658494 14.315232635 - C .  124.305338860 
14.041173535 5.810591578 8.23058 i 356 - C .  124.769424438 
I C .  271 516147 5.451491058 4 . 8 2 0 4 2 ~ t e 5  - c .  125.194414139 
8. 51 5005775 5.2 84209 371 3 -23479 64C 5 - C .  125.649219513 
8.354403302 5.288650870 3.10 6 2 5  2 4 2  i - C .  125.801103592 
5.6C1751924 5.39 139 2946 4.210358517 - c .  126.229794502 
12.1 0 3 4  86419 5.425990999 6 .6 7 7 4 9  5 4  iC - C .  126.451245308 
14 .135�1C6@l 5 -43088 8 4 1 4  8.7089222C7 - c .  126.552917480 
1 . 2 7 1 3 ~ 6 2 1 1  15 .13303t160 5.432405829 10.3006303 3 1 - C .  126.615120888 
7.3 1 8 1  tCS59 18.000811 e97 5.434681614 12.5661842E2 - C .  126.689459801 
7.2CC2157Ct 21.385163 884 5 - 4 4 0 9 3 4  18 1 15.944025702 - C .  126.781545639 
7 . 4  1 3 b f C 4 5 3  26.758425951 5.459326029 21.29909552i - C .  126 .901064073 
1 . 5 1 4 5 i 5 4 E l  57.415153C21 5 .701188564 5 1 . 1 1 3 9 t 4 4 t i  - C .  121.394231796 
7 .IfC9CE44t  88.815518461 6.077634811 82 .137943t45  - C .  127.718454361 
7 . 5 L l l L 5 5 3 1  142.551 823518 6.86966 1 3 3 1  135.122102247 - E .  128.155666351 
l . t C 5 4 < 7 9 9 3  229.236E86578 8.365262985 2 2 0  .81 162 3553 - C .  128.724721909 
1 . t23574436 341.655506617 10 .682868958 336.91303112C - C .  129.390148163 
l . t d 1 7 4 C 5 i 8  538.311595131 14.927673340 523.383926352 - C .  130.414619446 
7 .  t 4 5 8  14563 t 4 C .  6 1  15003C5 17 .499565125 623.11793 5 1E 1 - C .  131.021064758 
l . b t 1 9 2 5 5 i 2  169.2t5155bC7 2 1.36453 2471 747.900627 1 3 t  - 0 .  132.105680466 
7 . t  iCCOCO17 800.368080139 23 .048080444 777.319999655 -0.  132.909090042 
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